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ABSTRACT

This study looks at the fluid interactions from the wake of a sail boat performing the
heaving-to storm tactic in heavy weather seas with the waves. This interaction causes the
wave height in the wake to be reduced. The fluid flow in the top layer of the wave is seen
to move with the wake as the hull drifts with the wind. This movement of the top layer of
the wave provides a vertical momentum cancelation affect with the portion of the wave
that it moves over reducing the wave height.
STAR-CCM+ CFD software is used to perform the simulations of the steep waves with
wavelength of 25 meters, 55 meters, and 67 meters. In the simulation, a propulsive force
is used to simulate the wind force on the boat.
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1. Introduction
For hundreds of years, sailing ships and boats have been using a procedure called
heaving-to. Heaving-to is used for stopping the boat. It allows the crew to rest, conduct
repairs, pull in a fishing net, wait out a fog, or weather a storm. It is like pulling to the
side of the road and pulling the emergency brake. To affect this maneuver, the vessel will
reduce sails and back sails, so that the ship begins making leeway without forward
progress. The leeway causes a wake that disturbs the propagation of waves towards the
vessel lessening their impact. This reduces breaking waves, which can cause green water
to wash onto the deck or for a vessel to lose stability on a crest as a wave breaks
underneath it. For this reason, heaving-to is considered a storm tactic. This research
studies this storm tactic using Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to model the
condition in which its use would be most important.

1.1 Motivation and Background
1.1.1 1979 Fastnet Race
The events of the 1979 Fastnet Race included over 300 yachts that encountered the storm
(Forbes, Laing and Myatt 1979). During the race, 158 of the boats competing reported
using special storm tactics to protect themselves from breaking seas when a storm
intensified beyond meteorological predictions. Of these, 100 reported being knocked
down and over 77 reported being rolled over. From the 158 boats, 26 hove-to under sail
alone, 86 lay a hull, and 46 ran before the wind, some towing warps or other gear to slow
their speed. The 26 boats that hove-to did not report being rolled or suffering major
damage, though one reported being knocked down twice (Pardey and Pardey 2008).
Strohmeier in his paper analyzes the data correlating size with storm damage and
survivability (Strohmeier 1985).
This event spurred some studies to improve sailboat stability in breaking seas and to
modify racing boat criteria. In 2002, the International Standard Organization released the
Small craft – Stability and buoyancy assessment and categorization, ISO 12217-2:2002
standard.

1.1.2 Previous Scientific Studies
Heaving-to has the characteristic that no other storm tactic uses, which is the reduction of
the incoming wave due to the boats wake. Previously, there have been little to no
documented studies of heaving-to. Most information on the topic is procedural. Lin and
Larry Pardey, provide first-hand knowledge and account of using heaving-to in storms
and breaking waves in their book, STORM TACTICS HANDBOOK, MODERN METHODS
OF HEAVING-TO FOR SURVIVAL IN EXTREME CONDITIONS (Pardey and Pardey 2008).
Hervey and Jordan (Hervey and Jordan 1988) conducted a related study of drogues use to
prevent capsizing, where they observed the wake effect on the drogue itself with regard
to entanglement. Their study was conducted using model testing for capsizing with and
without a drogue. They also conducted full size load testing on both series and standard
drogues at the mouth of the Columbia River (Hervey and Jordan 1988).
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Another study based on the 1979 Fastnet race was by Strohmeier, who analyzed the data
from the event and the research from other efforts that came after the race. He made
recommendations for designers and race committees for capsizing stability. This work
focuses on the rotational inertia of the boat and the moment arm of the wave on the free
board to the center of gravity (Strohmeier 1985).
The lack of more studies on the use of storm tactics could be attributed to the difficulty of
obtaining information in the right conditions. Additionally, advances in weather
prediction, communication, and weather radar have made studies in this area less
imperative, since ships and boats can maneuver to avoid large storms. There are times
however when storms develop quickly or move unpredictably, and smaller boats that do
not have the speed or position to avoid a storm will have to endure the storm.

2. Purpose
The purpose of this study is to determine the fluid mechanisms and factors involved in
reducing the wave height using CFD. The advantages of using CFD for this study are that
it can be conducted at full scale, and obtaining flow information is relatively easy. The
disadvantages are that the modeling of the physics is not exact; simulation time is
measured in days; and computational and data storage requirements are high.
It was found during the study that the hull added momentum to water in the wake in the
direction that the boat is drifting. This water moved faster than the water below it
becoming out of phase with the wave and providing vertical momentum cancelation
reducing the height the wave attained.
The following sections will cover the heaving-to procedure and some of its
characteristics, ocean wave characteristics pertinent to the study, physics of the
simulation, description of simulation with mesh refinement study, results of the
simulation, and finally conclusions drawn from the research and results. The first sections
describe the attributes and the rationale that will be used in the simulations.
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3. Simulation Background
In this section the processes involved with the heaving-to procedure and the
environmental conditions will be discussed to provide background parameters for the
simulation. The last part of this section covers the equations used in the simulation.

3.1

Heaving-to Procedure

In light to medium winds (3 to 6 m/s) for a sloop rigged boat, heaving-to is entered from
sailing at about 45 degrees to the wind or close hauled. The helm, the boat’s steering
mechanism, is put over to cause the bow of the boat to come through the wind and onto
the opposite close hauled course to the wind. Changing course through the wind like this
is called tacking or changing tack. The opposite which brings the stern of the boat
through the wind is called jibing. The forward sail called the jib is left in its previous
setting for the last close hauled course. The jib’s angle to the wind forces the boat
backwards; this is called backing a sail. The main sail, which is aft of the mast, swings
normally to the downwind side of the boat, known as the lee side. The main sail in this
position catches some of the wind forcing the boat forward. As a result of the jib pushes
backward and to the downwind side. The main sail pushing forward and to the downwind
side, these sails are set to balance the forces to push the boat in the direction of the wind.
Adjusting sails and setting the helm to 10 to 15 degree to the lee side of the boat
accomplishes this balance. This results in the boat maintaining about 50 degrees angle to
the wind. At this point, the boat will start to side slip in the direction of the wind. Some
boats may tend to try to start sailing forward and then to tack due to all of the forces and
motions not being quite balanced. This is called forereaching. Forereaching will cause a
boat to move out of the side slip wake, which is not important in these winds. However, it
becomes very important to control this, when using this maneuver for breaking seas.
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Figure 1: Sailboat in a storm in a heave-to position (Nauticed.org, 2011). Courtesy of NauticEd.

Sail, rig configuration, and hull design will cause variations in a good heaving-to
maneuver, and a good skipper should experiment with the setting of their boat to
determine what works best. The book, STORM TACTICS HANDBOOK 3RD ED, MODERN
METHODS OF HEAVING -TO FOR SURVIVAL IN EXTREME CONDITIONS , by Lin and
Larry Pardey (Pardey and Pardey 2008) goes into details for various sailboat
configurations including many other aspects of surviving a storm at sea.
In storm conditions with breaking seas, heaving-to needs to be controlled so the boat
stays within the wake that it creates as it side slips with the wind. The Pardeys
recommend using a sea anchor and setting it to hold the boat at the desired angle to keep
the boat from drifting fore or aft out of its wake. The wake should be perpendicular to the
waves, which they call a square drift. They also say that the sea anchor is not necessary,
if the boat can be trimmed to hold a square drift. The result will be a faster drift rate,
which in seas near a lee shore, is not desirable (Pardey and Pardey 2008).
Roth differs in his description of heaving-to by saying that the boat drifts 90 degrees from
the wind to the downwind or leeward side of the boat. This would mean sailing out of the
wake’s protection. He goes on to recommend only using heaving-to up to Force 7 winds,
then to put all sails down and secure the helm, which is called lying a-hull, for winds up
to Force 8. Beyond that he recommends running off, which is steering the boat with all
sails down and trying to avoid dangerous waves. Roth also describes the wake being
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produced by a boat lying a-hull as well. In lying a-hull the boat lies broadside to the
waves as it is pushed along by the wind acting on the hull (Roth 2009).
Drift rate will vary for three external reasons: wave flow action, wave and wind
blanketing, and gravity. The waves have circular currents that are described later, which
draw a boat towards the upwelling portion of the wave. The boat is most influenced by
the wind on the crest and back side of the crest. As the boat reaches the trough, the wave
shadows the sails (reefed or storm sails) from the wind reducing the force it imparts to the
boat. Gravity force will pull the boat towards the trough. For aspects with the boat alone,
the shape of the hull and depth and shape of the keel will influence the drag force
resisting these external forces. With all of these differing forces acting on the boat to
differing degrees, the actual over the ground drift rate will vary significantly with time.
Average over the ground drift rates for actual sail boats in specified conditions were
given by Table 1.
Table 1: Drift rates of sail boats (Pardey, 2008) (Courtesy of Lin and Larry Pardey, from Storm
Tactics Handbook 3rd ed. Modern Methods of Heaving-to for Survival in Extreme Conditions p. 116).

Boat

Serffyn, 24-foot
heavy-displacement
classic cutter
Taleisin, 29-foot
heavy-displacement
classic cutter
Lavarnos 36, racer
(similar to S&S 36)
Charger 33,
IOR-type sloop
(similar to Peterson
33)
Hunter 40,
Modern racing
sloop
J/30 ultralight
race boat
Brooks 44,
Modern racing
sloop
Goodjump II,
75-foot steel
schooner

Estimated Wind
Speed (knots)

Drift Rate (hoveto, sail only)
(knots)
1.2

Gusts to 80

Drift Rate (sea
anchor) (knots)
0.6
(8-foot para-anchor)

75-80

1.1

0.6
(12-foot paraanchor)
0.6
(8-foot para anchor)
0.7
(5-foot diameter sea
anchor, cone type)

45

2.0

35 to 45

1.2

Winds to 45

2.0

0.8
(12 para-anchor)

Above 55

4.0

Above 50

1.5

Sustained at 60

NA

0.6
(8-foot para-anchor)
0.76
(15-foot paraanchor)
1.0
(28-foot C-9
military chute)

For the simulation, the area of interest is the reaction of the waves encountering the wake,
and to a lesser degree area around the hull. To be able to use symmetry, the boat is
positioned at 90 degrees to the waves, not at 50 degrees as recommended in literature.
5

The hull in this position still produces the slick that is being studied. The drift rate chosen
is about 1 meter per second (m/s), which equates to about 2 knots. Exact control of drift
rate both in practice and in the simulation is difficult due to the combination of wind,
wave and gravity forces on the hull. In the simulation, the drift is created through a
propulsion force added to the hull via the software. This propulsion force was adjusted to
get an approximate 1 m/s relative speed to the fluid flow.

3.2

Ocean Waves

The waves that are of interest are those driven by wind over the water surface. As wind
travels over the surface areas of turbulence create pockets of low and high pressure that
lift and push on the water and along with shear stress cause the waves to form. Wind
speed, time, and length of the area called fetch determine wave characteristics of
wavelength and wave height. As the wind starts out, small waves are generated and grow
into larger ones until the energy being transferred from the wind is balanced out by
dissipative forces. This correlates wind speed to size of waves. Roth compiled the
following two tables (Table 2 and Table 3) from H. O. Publications 603 and 604 showing
this relationship (Roth 2009):
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Table 2: Sea Conditions 1 from Handling Storms at Sea, The 5 Secrets of Heavy Weather Sailing.
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Table 3: Sea Conditions 2 from Handling Storms at Sea, The 5 Secrets of Heavy Weather Sailing.
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3.2.1 Ocean Wavelengths

SWL

H

h

Figure 2: Wave Notation

The size of the body of water and the size of the area the wind is acting on the water
determine the fetch. Fetch influences wavelength and as a result, different bodies of water
have different average wavelengths. McCormick (McCormick 2010) gives an average
wavelength for deep water waves as 108 m or a period of 8 seconds. The Washington
State Department of Ecology references an average Pacific storm wavelength of 180 to
200 meters. (Washington State Department of Ecology 2012) Peters found that the Gulf
of Mexico and Caribbean Sea had modal wavelengths of ~70 meters, and the Atlantic had
a modal wave length of ~120 meters (Peters and Loss 2012). Bales, Lee, and Voelker
produced a report showing graphs of significant wave heights over time for particular
NATO operational areas. The North Atlantic shows probabilities of exceeding significant
wave heights of 8 meters at about 13%. It also shows a graph for the number of
occurances over a ten year period where 10 meters height or greater occurred (Bales, Lee
and Voelker 1981). These area fall within the transit lanes for boats traveling between the
US and Northern Europe.
Conducting a short survey of wave characteristics from the National Data Buoy Center
shows wavelengths ranging from ~25 meters to 189 meters. The table below was
collected on 3 June 2013 at about 5pm MDT (NOAA 2013) from buoys that were
providing wave height data. The reason for collecting this data was to provide an
additional set of wave data in areas where sailboats frequently travel. The goal was to
determine possible wavelength ranges that do not show up in reports about averages but
would still affect the sailing community.
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Table 4: Wave characteristics collected from National Data Buoy Center on 3 June 2013.

Buoy Station

Water Depth (m)

Dominant Wave
Period (sec)

Wavelength (m)

5376
5315
5292
3000

9
7
8
7

126
76
100
76

32
33
45
4161

4
5
6
8

25
39
54
100

3365
3282
3566

7
7
4

76
76
25

411
4253

11
9

189
126

Atlantic Ocean
41049
41047
41061
62095
Caribbean Sea
41051
41115
41052
42028
Gulf of Mexico
42001
42003
42055
Pacific Ocean
46011
46246

Table 5: Wave characteristics collected from National Data Buoy Center for Tropical Storm Andrea.

Buoy
Station

Water
Depth(m)

42099
41004

H/λ

Date

129

Wave
height
(m)
3.69

0.029

122

3.7

0.03

6 Jun
13
7 Jun
13

Wavelength
(m)

93.9

Dominant
Wave
Period(sec)
9.1

38.4
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Table 5 shows entries for tropical storm Andrea, when it came over Florida and up the
Eastern coast. This shows storm waves reaching 3.7 meters in height with wavelengths of
122 meters. Between the two tables above and the work previously sited, ships and boats
would encounter waves that range in wavelength from 25 meters to 200 meters. For
simulation, waves of 25 meters, 55 meters and 67 meters were used. The wavelength of
67 meters marks the longest wave that the simulation could accommodate due to mesh
configuration and computational equipment, which is described in the Simulation section.

3.2.2 Wave Heights
The wavelength and height influence the breaking point for a wave, in which the crest of
the wave moves faster laterally than the wave can fall. It is at this point that waves
become more dangerous to smaller ships and boats. McCormick (McCormick 2010)
shows the breaking limit for deep water waves
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 H0
 
 0b

0.142455..

Equation 1

The storm tactic heaving-to is used for situations, where waves are near the breaking
limit. This ratio will allow for simulation wave choices to be narrowed down to relevant
characteristics of wavelengths and wave height.

3.2.3 Wave Flow Behavior
The fluid flow of the wave is in the direction of the wave at the crest and in the opposite
direction in the troughs. The direction changes are at the inflection points. This flow
behavior and gravity affect the instantaneous speed of the boat or ship, though a boat or
ship heaving-to should have a positive velocity with regard to the current it feels.

3.3

Waves and CFD

As a basis of comparison, the wave area was tested without a hull body present. Waves
propagated as expected and when steep enough the waves broke. The initialization of the
waves did leave fluid momentum artifacts from the starting point of the wave that faded
with time.

3.4

Physics

This study involves waves in a CFD simulation. The equations and the assumptions
describing this system will be discussed below starting with the assumptions and
followed by equations for the CFD simulation. The Stokes Fifth Order Wave equation
will be discussed in section 3.4.2.4.

3.4.1 Assumptions
In these simulations, the assumptions are




Incompressible flow,
Constant temperature, and
Constant viscosity per fluid phase.

The incompressibility assumption is based on air flow velocity being under the 0.3 Mach
number limit for compressibility and the water being near a free surface, so no excessive
pressures are being exerted to compress the water. The simulations do not add or subtract
energy from the fluids, and it also assumes that frictional processes involved create
negligible heat. In a natural body of water, temperature does vary with depth, however
for simplicity temperature is assumed to be constant with depth. Both air and water have
viscosities that vary with temperature, so viscosity for this simulation is also assumed to
be constant.
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3.4.2 Equations
The Finite Volume Method (FVM) is an industry standard approach to modeling fluid
flows. This approach uses conservation laws to account for changes in the fluid
characteristics of a volume cell in the simulation. STAR-CCM+ utilizes this method for
multi-phase fluid modeling, and this software was used based on industry acceptance and
availability for study.
The Volume of Fluid method is an algorithm that works with FVM, where the fluid
characteristic for fluid phases is accounted for from cell to cell. This method has
advantages over fluid height mapping because it can model complex fluid topologies. It is
also part of the multi-phase fluid model in STAR-CCM+
The k-ε turbulence model was chosen from STAR-CCM+ solver selection, since vortices
were considered a possible contributor to the reduction of waves. Multi-phase examples
for STAR-CCM+ used this model instead of the k-ω turbulence model, and
documentation only included Standard k-ε and Realizable k-ε models as being
compatible with the Eulerian Multiphase model for version 7.06 (CD-Adapco 2013).
During post-processing pressure gradients around 606,000 Pa/m were found. The k-ε
turbulence model does have trouble with high pressure gradients, but is good with free
stream simulations. The k-ω turbulence model does better with the pressure gradients,
though has trouble with the free stream conditions as the turbulent eddy viscosity goes to
infinity in the free stream. The shear stress transport (SST) k-ω turbulence model
combines the k-ε turbulence model with the k-ω turbulence model which would be more
suitable in further studies.
The waves involved in the study were expected to be at or near breaking in the
simulation. Waves at the breaking limit are steep waves. The Stokes Fifth Order wave
equations model these steep waves. STAR-CCM+ has boundary condition wave models
for flat, Stokes Second Order wave, Stokes Fifth Order wave, superposition, and irregular
waves. In the wave regime desired for the simulation, the Stokes Fifth Order wave
equation is the best match for the selections provided in STAR-CCM+.

3.4.2.1

Finite Volume Method

The equations of motion for the FVM were used in the software chosen to perform the
simulations. Versteeg gives the following general equations for this method in the
differential and integral forms (Versteey and Malalasekera 2007):

t

(   )  div(  U  )

div(  grad (  ) )  S

Equation 2
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where φ is a general variable for a flow property. When φ is set to 1, u, v, w and an
energy variable i, T or h0 with the appropriate diffuse coefficient (Γ) and source terms
(Sφ), the continuity, momentum and energy governing equations are obtained. Time (t),
density (ρ), volume (V), area (A), velocity vector (U), normal vector (n) are the common
attributes of the governing equations.
STAR-CCM+ uses these Finite Volume forms for the continuity and momentum
equations (CD-Adapco, 2013):
.
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Equation 5

These equations are more general and incorporate terms for various sources. Porosity (χ )
influences the transient terms of both the continuity and momentum equations. Grids in
STAR-CCM+ can move and have a velocity of Ug, which affects the net rate of flow term
of each equation. The first T in Equation 5 is the transpose operator and the second is the
viscous stress tensor. In Equation 5, I is the identity matrix. fr, fg, fp, fu, fω, and fL are the
body force due to rotation, body force due to gravity, porous media body force, userdefined body force, vorticity confinement specific force, and Lorentz force or Laplace
Force, respectively (CD-Adapco 2013).
The Segregated Flow model is used for this simulation. For that model, the flow
equations are solved for pressure and each component of velocity in an uncoupled
manner. The momentum and continuity equations are linked using a predictor-corrector
approach. In this approach, the Rhie-and-Chow-type pressure-velocity coupling are
combined with the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE)
algorithm.
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3.4.2.2

Volume of Fluid

In addition to FVM, Volume of Fluid (VOF) method (Hirt and Nichols 1981) was
employed to track the water and air boundaries. This method uses the substantial
derivative of the fluid quality for volume fraction of water, which is set to zero. The
volume fraction of water has a value range of 0 to 1. This equation is shown below.





F  u F  v F  w F
t
x
y
z

0

Equation 6

This equation is solved after the other equations are solved.
STAR-CCM+ uses a modified version of this approach that allows for more than two
fluids. This method uses segregated flow modeling for velocity components and pressure.
This formulation assumes that all of the immiscible fluid phases in a control volume
share velocity, pressure and temperature fields. The FVM governing equations are solved
using the Segregated Approach for the equivalent fluid with following physical
properties, density (ρ), molecular viscosity (μ), and specific heat (cp) (CD-Adapco 2013):
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Equation 7
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Where the volume fraction is
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Equation 10

The transport equation is given as
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3.4.2.3

Turbulence k-ε Model

In this simulation, STAR-CCM+ uses the k-ε model for turbulence (CD-Adapco 2013).
This model uses the Boussinesq approximation:
T

t lin


2
 ( u' u') 2 t S   t   U   k  I
.
3





Equation 12

u’ is fluctuating velocity, and U is the average velocity with μt as the eddy viscosity. The
strain tensor (S) is given by
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Equation 13

The transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy (k) and dissipation of turbulent
kinetic energy (ε) are
.
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Equation 15

Sk and Sε are the user specified source terms, ε0 is the ambient turbulence value, Cε1 to
Cε3 are coefficients of the model, and Yy is the Yap correction term used with boundary
layers. Gk, Gnl, and Gb are the turbulent production, non-linear production and buoyancy
production terms.

3.4.2.4

Fifth Order Stokes Wave Equation

STAR-CCM+ provides Flat, First Order Stokes, Fifth Order Stokes, Superposition, and
Irregular wave simulation choices. Since the study focused on steep waves, the Fifth
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Order Stokes wave equation was selected. The superposition and irregular wave types
create varying wave patterns that would complicate the study.
The formulation for the Fifth Order Stokes wave used by STAR-CCM+ is given in the
paper by Fenton. (Fenton 1985) The equations for the velocity field, φ, the particle
velocity, u, and the surface, η, are given as:
1
2

5
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Equation 16
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Equation 17
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   B42 cos ( 2 k x)  B44 cos ( 4 kx) 
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    B53  B55  cos ( k x)  B53 cos ( 3 k x)  B55 cos ( 5 k x)  O 



Equation 18

Where ε is the dimensionless wave height given by:


k H
2

Equation 19

The wave number is k and the depth is d. The variables represented by A, B, and C with
subscripts are defined in a large table in the paper by Fenton. (Fenton 1985)
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4. Simulation
The boat, the waves, and the wake make up the system under study. It is the boats motion
through the water that causes the wake that disturbs the waves reducing their height. This
has been observed in nature. To model this phenomenon, there must be a water and air
free surface for waves to travel through. The boat needs to be propelled in the direction of
the wind and be able to float at the water’s surface.
In these simulations the world environment is set up with the x-axis as the direction of
wave travel, the y-axis as the perpendicular axis parallel to the waves, and the z-axis as
vertical axis with positive as up.

4.1

Ideal Model

In the ideal case, the environment would be created with a region over the water known
as a fetch of sufficient size to generate waves from the wind and wide enough to dissipate
wave energy laterally that would not be reflected by walls or other surfaces. The length
would be long enough so many wave cycles could be observed, and then have a long
region beyond that to dissipate the wave energy without reflections. The depth of the
water would match that of the ocean bottom. The boat would be a typical shape for ocean
going sailing yachts and would have sails. The wind would be at storm velocities
generating waves and pushing the boat.

4.2

Simulation Constraints

4.2.1 Hardware
The computer equipment used for this simulation was an Intel quad core i7-3770 3.50
GHz with Hyper-threading processor with 32 GB of RAM and 5.5 TB of hard disk space
running an Ubuntu 12.04 operating system (OS). The RAM size sets the upper limit on
the number of cells the simulation could process without resulting in substantial time
costs. The limit for this set of equations and fluid properties was found to be about 12
million cells. The simulations were processed on six of the eight available processors
made available by the Hyper-threading the quad cores. The two other processors ran the
STAR-CCM+ java GUI process and the OS. Running more than six processors caused
more context switching which slowed down the overall simulation. The processor
utilization was later reduced to 3 out of 4 cores with Hyper-threading off due to
performance recommendations by CD-Adapco. The number of processors set the time
required to process a simulation.
The physical dimensions of the simulation volume were set by the size of the waves
being studied. Height, depth, and length were considered for the wave to propagate from
the inlet to the outlet. These factors plus the cell size had to meet the memory limit of the
computer being used. STAR-CCM+ provides controls on meshing to allow for reducing
cell number.
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4.2.2 Software
STAR-CCM+ is an end-to-end fluid dynamics solving software application. It supports
pre-processing with its own simple geometry engine and meshers, simulation with
multiple fluid dynamic solvers including Eulerian, Navier-Stokes, Lagrangian,
turbulence, etc., and post-processing with several flow visualization displays. CDAdapco makes STAR-CCM + and also produces several other CFD and Finite Element
Analysis software products. Version 7.06.009 of STAR-CCM+ was used for this study.
Validation studies have been performed for several flow types. NASA conducted the
study, Experimental Validation of STAR-CCM+ for Liquid Container Slosh Dynamics,
which they assessed as showing good agreement with experimental results (Marsell
2013). Jeong and Jeon studied the resistance of a tanker to experimental results. Their
assessment of the CFD model was that it agreed well with experimentation having the
largest discrepancy on the order of 1% (Jeong and Jeon 2013).
The geometry modeler on STAR-CCM+ was used to create a prismatic hull form from an
extruded profile. This and some geometric boxes were combined to create the mesh. The
boundary conditions were applied to the mesh for the solver to simulate. The process for
STAR-CCM+ visualization is to create the displays prior to starting the simulation. These
displays were set to automatically copy to disk on a time step. The simulations took about
7-10 days to run depending on the amount of inner iterations needed to maintain
convergence.

4.3

Simplified Model

Since computing resources and techniques are limited, the ideal model must be simplified
for the resources available. Memory restricts the number of cells in simulation, therefore,
length, width, and height plus depth of the simulation were reduced. By using a wave
generating boundary condition, the wind generation of the wave is unneeded reducing the
length of the mesh. This leaves the mesh length to encompass a wave stabilization run up
to a test section followed by a dissipation run out section. The wave coming out of the
inlet stabilizes numerically in the run up section before being used in the test section. The
test section contains most of a wavelength. The run out section is made long enough to
reduce the reflection from the outlet back into the test section.
Width of the simulation ideally would contain a section for the wave and a dissipation
section beyond the edge of the wake and wave interaction ending in a wall. To attempt to
reduce this further, a symmetry boundary is used on both sides. This has the
consequences of modeling not one but a fleet of boats in a line. Also to maintain the
symmetry around the boat, it must be constrained in motion in pitch, yaw, and surge. The
boat must also be at 90 degrees to the wind, not 50 as the procedure uses. The
simplification for symmetry around the boat is a reduction in accuracy, but will generate
the wake to interact with the wave. Constraining the motion is acceptable, since the
operational behavior observed is for the boat motion to become much calmer during this
procedure. In further studies, the outer wall simplification should not be used, since it
will reflect energy back into the simulation.
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The depth and height of the mesh is constrained down to the needs of the wave, both in
height and depth. The height of the mesh must contain the height of the wave plus the
distance above the water line for the hull and for air flow. The depth needs to contain the
wave fluid flow.
Also affecting the cell number is the size of the cells in the volume. This is controlled in
the software by creating volumes in the mesh for finer cells. The run up and test sections
have this finer cell volume up to the height of the wave and down to the depth of wave
fluid motion. The run out section does not have this volume mesh control.
In the following sections, each of these simplifications to the simulation will be
discussed. These will include studies to justify simulation decisions.

4.4

Mesh

The 3D wave simulation mesh volume models a wave in a rectangular flume with inlets
at the top, bottom and side perpendicular to the x axis on the negative end. The outlet is
on the positive end perpendicular to the x axis. The other two sides are symmetry planes.
The flume mesh contains a finer meshed volume in the region that the wave and hull
interaction would be studied starting at the inlet side. This finer meshed region is called a
volumetric control in the STAR-CCM+ product and in the simulation is called the water
surface. STAR-CCM+ also allows for solid models to be surrounded with their own mesh
that moves with the solid model; this is called an overset mesh. This feature was used to
surround the hull. During the simulation the hull overset mesh was stitched to the flume
mesh. The simulation works better when the cell sizes at the boundaries of these two
meshes are closely matched.

4.4.1 Cell Size Selection
The base cell size for the water surface volumetric control was selected based on the size
of flow features that were to be studied as recommended in training provided by CDAdapco makers of STAR-CCM+ and validated using a grid independence study. The grid
independence study is documented in the next section. To assess the particle motion, 2nd
Order Stokes Wave equations were used to give an approximate size of the motion
involved in the wave flow.
The overall flume base cell size was set at a much higher level for volumes where flow
velocities were very low or as a run out area for waves.
For the two extremes of the study, 25 and 65 meters, particle motion for breaking waves
is shown in the next two graphs. These bracket the particle motion for the wave sets. The
hull with a keel extends about 1.4 meters into the water depending on heave motion. This
limits the effect the motion of the hull has on the flow at or around the hull, though these
flows may drift deeper as these effects interact with other flows downstream of the hull.
For this reason particle motion at 1.5, 2 and 5 meters deep is being considered.
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2nd Order Stokes Wave Partic le Motion for H=3.56m, h=50m and lambda=25m
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Figure 3: Particle motion for H=3.56, h=50m and λ=25m.

For the small waves encountered in areas with small fetches, the 25 meter wavelength
wave has smaller influence on particle motion as the particles go deeper. Here the surface
particle moves about 5 meters horizontally and a little over 3 meters vertically. From the
depth of 1.5 meters, particle motion is at 2.5 meters vertically and horizontally. At the 2
and 5 meters depth the particle moves approximately 2 meters and 1 meter, respectively,
horizontally and vertically. By selecting a cell size of 0.125 meters, this increments the
motion at the 1.5 and 2 meter depths into 20 and 16 cells horizontally and vertically,
respectively and at 5 meters depth this goes to 8 cells horizontally and vertically.
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Particle Motion Veloc ity for H=3.56m, h=50m and lambda=25m
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Figure 4: Particle velocity for H=3.56, h=50m and λ=25m.
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2nd Order Stokes Wave Partic le Motion for H=9.26m, h=50m and lambda=65m
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Figure 5: Particle motion for H=9.26, h=50m and λ=65m.

In Figure 5, the approximate particle motion at the surface for the wave is about 13
meters in the x direction with about -9 meters in the z direction. At 2 meters depth, the
particle motion is about 9 and 7 meters for x and z, respectively. With the cell size at
0.125 meters, this size increments movement at the 1.5 meter depth to 76 and 60 cells in
the horizontal and vertical. At 2 meters, it is 72 and 56. At 5meters deep, it becomes
about 5 meters vertically and 6 meters horizontally with 40 and 48 increments,
respectively.
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Particle Motion Velocity for H=9.2m, h=50m and lambda=65m
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Figure 6: Particle velocity for H=9.2, h=50m and λ=65m.

The overset mesh cell size for the volume around the hull was set to 0.12 meters. STARCCM+ meshing algorithms provide for reducing cell size at object boundaries to closer
match flow around objects, and as a result these zones will be of smaller size. Cell sizes
close to the hull start at 0.03 or 0.06 meters depending on hull surface feature and double
in size until 0.12 meters is reached.
Early in the study an effort to reduce cell number found that using an outer band of
courser cells of 1 meter on a side affected the waves. This outer band slowed the
propagation of the wave. As a result, fine cells were used from wall to wall.

4.4.2 Grid Size
This grid size was confirmed by a mesh refinement study. The original mesh for the 67
meter wave was resized from a width of 10 meters to 0.5 meters. This reduction allowed
for a three mesh set to be created: cell size 0.125, cell size 0.09, and cell size 0.075 for
the water surface mesh region and overset mesh. The outer buffer regions in each of the
meshes remained the same 1.0 meter cell size. Using a courser mesh than 0.125 was ruled
out due to the possibility of not capturing flow features. Each refinement used a 0.01
second time step.
Below in Figure 7 is the layout with the iso-surface wave shown. The wave flume
consists of an outer mesh volume with the course 1 meter mesh. This volume is either an
area of low velocity flow or a run out area for the wave to reduce reflection back into the
test section. The test section uses the finer mesh to capture the wave features. Between
the outer and inner mesh volume there is a transition region that gradually increases cell
size between the inner to outer volumes. In STAR-CCM+, the Template Growth Rate is
set to slow. This inner volume and the overset mesh are altered for the mesh refinement
study.
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Figure 7: Mesh refinement study mesh.

In Figure 8, the velocity profile uses colors for two parameters: the velocity in the vertical
direction painted on the vertical symmetry plane using the color scale on the left and the
velocity vector using the color scale on the right. For the vertical velocity, the scale varies
from red to blue for ascending and descending velocities. The colors were capped at 0.75
m/s in this figure to help show patterns of the slower velocities. Greens on the symmetry
plane are vertical velocities at or close to zero. The fine mesh encompasses down to the
0.65 m/s vertical velocity flow area, which is the second blue band after the cap. The
wave in this graphic is moving from right to left in direction of the x-axis. An iso-surface
for the air and water boundary is shown as dark wave line in the upper half of the picture,
which then goes horizontal near the left side. The wave is initialized through the mesh to
a point three quarters of width of the graphic from the right. This results in a volume of
zero velocity water, where the wave has not entered. Also in the picture is the hull form
in the upper right. It is surrounded by the overset mesh showing up as a box around the
hull.
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Figure 8: Velocity profile at end of 7 time steps.

The point at [0,0.251,-5.0] meters was selected as the probe point for the monitoring the
velocity. The center of the hull is at [0.0,0.0,0.0] meters, which puts the probe below the
hull outside of the overset mesh. The following graphs show the x and z velocities at this
point for each iteration. There are 50 iterations per time step with seven 0.01 second time
steps, which amounts to 7/400 of the wave period. These graphs show agreement on the
velocity values. In the graphs, there are iterations close to the beginning of time step
where the values being divided by zero going to a value beyond -1*10^38. However,
there also appears to be a bug in the data extraction for the point probe, which may or
may not always pull a correct value from the volume mesh. This is most evident in the
0.09 meters cell size results, where two points were probed in line at different y positions,
one at 0.251 and one at 0.10 meters. The later point, drawn in a solid color, came back
more often with reliable results. These meshes were run multiple times and the iterations
that did not return good data changed from run to run indicating a possible race condition
in the software between the different threads of execution. This was later confirmed and
resolved during the time step refinement process by disabling hyper-threading in the CPU
settings.
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Velocity (m/s)

Figure 9: x and z velocity vs. iteration for cell size 0.125 meters.

Figure 10: x and z velocity vs. iteration for cell size 0.09 meters.
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Velocity (m/s)

Figure 11: x and z velocity vs. iteration for cell size 0.075.

In Figure 12 and Figure 13, the combined graphs show all of the velocities for each mesh
and their differences. These show that velocities at this point are nearly identical, except
for the iterations where data was extracted incorrectly from the mesh.
u and w Velocity vs. Iteration at [0, 0.251, -5] meters
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Figure 12: Combined graph of velocities for meshes with cell size 0.075, 0.090, and 0.125 meters
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Figure 13: Velocity differences between base mesh and finer meshes

A line probe from points [0.0, 0.25, -2.0] to [-10, 0.25,-15.0] meters measured u and w
velocities and pressure for each of the cell size meshes at the end of 7 time steps with 50
inner iterations. These are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15 below. Both graphs show
agreement in values between the meshes, and as a result the 0.125 cell size mesh is used
for the wave study.
Veloc ity vs. position along a line from [0, 0.25, -2] to [-10, 0.25, -15.0]
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Figure 14: Velocity along a probe line starting at 0, 0.25, -2 to -10, 0.25, -15 meters for cell sizes 0.075,
0.090, and 0.125 meters after 7 time steps over 350 iterations.
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Pressure vs. position along a line from [0, 0.25, -2] to [-10, 0.25, -15.0]
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Figure 15: Pressure along a probe line starting at 0, 0.25, -2 to -10, 0.25, -15 meters for cell sizes
0.075, 0.090, and 0.125 meters after 7 time steps over 350 iterations.

4.4.3 Meshes
The meshes used were created to accommodate the wave size. The height of the mesh
was set for the height of the wave with air flow at the top and depth to the point, where
low to zero vertical motion was in the fluid flow. The vertical fluid flow motion was
chosen as indicator, since this vertical motion translates to wave height. Two mesh sizes
were used for the simulations; both with the general layout of Figure 16. The Table 6
shows the dimensions of these two meshes and refined volume. The water surface refined
volume is the test section with other volume outside providing support in low velocity
wave motion and wave run out. Both of these meshes were used with a 0.01 second time
step, which was verified with a time step refinement below.
Table 6: Dimensions of flume, water surface, and overset meshes.

Values relative
to [0,0,0]
(Meters)
Top
Bottom
Outlet side
Inlet side
Width

Flume 1

Overset 1

Water
Surface 1

Flume 2

Overset 2

Water
Surface 2

5
-16
30
-30
10

1.5
-1.5
2.5
-2.5
4.5

1.5
-8
20
-30
10

10
-40
70
-40
10

1.5
-1.5
2.5
-2.5
4.5

5
-20
40
-40
10
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Figure 16: Mesh used in 25 m through 50 m wavelength wave simulations.

Figure 17: Close up of overset mesh at the end of a simulation.

The overset mesh contains the hull. Its boundaries interface with the main mesh on a time
step by time step basis being stitched into the main mesh. This allows for the motion of
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the hull to have a mesh aligned with it. The symmetry face and the hull of the overset
mesh can be seen in Figure 17. The outline of the overset mesh boundary can be seen on
the iso-surface that represents the VOF air-water boundary. It lines up with the symmetry
edge and wraps around the end.

4.4.4 Hull Form

Figure 18: Hull CAD model and overset mesh.

The hull is a simple rectangle 1.5 meters high and 2 meters wide with bottom corners
filleted at 0.2 meters radius. It is then extruded to a length of 4 meters. The face at [0,0,0]
is the symmetry end. For the smooth hull this results in the length of 8 meters, a draft of
0.5 meters and beam of 2 meters. For the keeled hull, a keel of 0.9 meters by 0.02 meters
is added to the bottom for a draft of 1.4 meters. The CAD hull is subtracted from a block
3.5 meters high, 5 meters wide, and 4.5 meters long. This is shown in Figure 18: Hull
CAD model and overset mesh.
In the simulation the hull is kept in symmetry with the flume mesh by constraining the
surge motion and by constraining the rotation in pitch and yaw. This is acceptable, since
the wake and the wave motion are the focus of the study. The continued surge motion
would move the hull out from behind the wake, which is counter to the recommendations
for the maneuver. While pitch and yaw may affect the characteristics of the wake,
elimination of these additional variables allows for a clearer picture of the base
mechanics of the flow. It has also been observed in practice that the boat motion calms
down significantly during this maneuver.
The meshing options for the overset mesh for the majority of the simulation runs were:
 Models
o Surface Remesher:
 Do curvature refinement
on
 Do proximity refinement
on
 Do compatibility refinement
off
 Retain geometric features
on
 Create aligned meshes
on
 Minimum face quality
0.05
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 Enable automatic surface repair
 Choose a mesh size table
o Trimmer:
 Template mesh type
 Template mesh growth type
Reference values
o Base size
o Surface growth rate
o Surface proximity
 # points in gap
 Search floor
o Surface size
 Relative minimum size
 Percentage of base
 Absolute size
 Relative Target size
 Percentage of base
 Absolute size
o Template Growth Rate
 Default growth rate
 Boundary growth rate

on
none
hexahedra
simple
0.12
1.3
2.0
0.0 m

25.0
0.03 m
100
0.12
slow
slow

These setting yielded a y+ value of 1366 when considering the surface length from water
line to the tip of the keel. This value is not in the optimal range of 30 to 150 for the high
y+ wall treatment. This is an area for refactoring of the mesh to better model turbulence.
A simulation run was conducted with a y+ value targeted at 45, which prescribed a prism
layer starting at 0.001 m. This was used to compare the results of the previous runs with a
simulation optimized for the turbulent boundary layer on the hull. For this simulation run
the following mesh options were added:
 Models
o Prism Layer Mesher
 Stretching Function
Geometric Progression
 Stretching Mode
Wall Thickness
 Gap Fill Percentage
25.0
 Minimum Thickness Percentage
10.0
 Layer Reduction Percentage
50.0
 Boundary March Angle
50.0
 Concave Angle Limit
0.0
 Convex Angle Limit
360.0
 Near Core Layer Aspect Ratio
0.0
 Generate Standard Cells Only
off
 Improve Subsurface Quality
on
 Reference Values
o Maximum Core/Prism Transition Ratio
 Limit cell size by prism layer thickness
off
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o Number of Prism Layers
5
o Prism Layer Thickness
 Relative size
 Percentage of Base
35.0
 Absolute Size
0.04375 m
o Thickness Near Wall Prism Layer
 Value
0.0010 m
Volumetric Controls
o Mesh Conditions
 Prism Layer Mesher
 Customize prism layer mesher
off
 Surface Remesher
 Customize surface remesher
off
 Trimmer
 Customize isotropic size
off
 Customize anisotropic size
on
o Mesh Values
 Trimmer Anisotropic size
 Relative X size
o Percentage of Base 40.0
o Absolute Size
0.05 m
 Relative Y size
o Percentage of Base 40.0
o Absolute Size
0.05 m
 Relative Z size
o Percentage of Base 40.0
o Absolute Size
0.05 m

With the prism layers and volumetric control for the wake of the keel, similar patterns in
the overall flow were observed with more detail around the hull.

4.5

Time Step Refinement

To refine the time step, the baseline mesh refinement mesh was used for this series of
simulations. The baseline time step is 0.01 seconds. This was halved and quartered
yielding 0.005 and 0.0025 seconds. The same probes used for the mesh refinement were
also used here: a line of 20 points from [0, 0.25, -2] to [-10, 0.25, -15] and a point at [0,
0.251, -5]. The line gathered both velocity and pressure data at time step 0.07s, which is
shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20. Both of these are in good agreement between the time
step increments used. The point collected data at each iteration for each time step
increment. This is displayed in Figure 21 with data alignment for the larger time steps.
This also shows good agreement.
In using an overset mesh, the time step should be small enough that the mesh does not
travel more than the width of a single cell. With the mesh size at 0.125 m on a side, the
overset mesh can move up 12 m/s for a time step of 0.01s before it is moving an entire
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cell width. For the largest wave used, 8 to 9.5 m/s would be the speed that the overset
mesh would reach. Considering these two constraints, the base line time step of 0.01s is
used in the simulations.

Veloc ity vs. position along a line from [0,0.25,-2] to [-10,0.25,-15]
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Figure 19: Time step refinement using velocity along the line from [0, 0.25, -2] to [-10, 0.25, -15].
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Fluid Pressure vs. position along a line from [0,0.25,-2] to [-10,0.25,-15]
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Figure 20: Time step refinement using pressure along the line from [0, 0.25, -2] to [-10, 0.25, -15]
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Veloc ity vs. Iterations for [0, 0.251, -5]
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Figure 21: Time step refinement using velocity at the point [0, 0.251, -5].

4.6

Solvers

STAR-CCM+ was set to use the following software settings for the solvers:
 Eulerian Multiphase
 Gradients
 Gravity
 Implicit unsteady
 k-epsilon turbulence
 Realizable k-epsilon two-layer
 Multiphase mixture
 Multiphase interaction
 Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
 Segregated flow
 Three dimensional
 Turbulent,
 Two-layer all y+ wall treatment
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VOF waves: Fifth order Stokes wave
Volume of Fluid
6-DOF Solver
6-DOF Motion

The simulation was 2nd order accurate in space and 1st order in time. 2nd order accurate
time solver was tried on a mesh used for mesh refinement and on a 3 meter wave height
simulation mesh and was found to be unstable. No attempt was made to resolve the
stability problem for the 2nd order time accurate solver, though this is something that
should be tried for a follow on study by adjusting the relaxation factors. Another factor to
consider when using the 2nd order scheme with an overset mesh will be the need to insure
that the overset mesh only moves one half a cell width instead of the full for a 1st order
scheme. The time step for the simulation was 0.01 seconds. For each time step, there are
inner iterations that converge the steady state solution before another time step taken. For
most simulations 14 inner iterations brought the normalized residuals down to a knee in
the curve. In cases where residuals would trend upward, more inner iterations were added
to control the convergence. This was done on an observational manner, since no
automated trigger was available to increase or decrease the inner iterations. Most times
that a rise occurred, turbulence solvers residuals for the turbulent kinetic energy (Tke)
and turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate (Tdr) were the ones that rose. This generally
happened around times that a wave broke and the water from the crest plunged back into
the lower part of the wave. This however is not the best way to determine acceptable
convergence. Further studies should use probe points in both the main mesh and overset
mesh areas collecting velocity and pressure data. This data should be plotted verses
iterations to help determine the number of inner iterations needed for acceptable
convergence on a time step.

4.7

Boundary Conditions

The inlet for the mesh is at the negative x side normal to that vector. It was set as a
velocity inlet with a Stokes Fifth Order wave. The surface was at z = 0 in the mesh
coordinate system. The depth was set to 50 meters. The length and height were varied
depending on the simulation run. The air velocity for the inlet was set to 2.0 meter per
second. The air velocity was set low as so as not interfere with the waves and isolate the
contributors of the effects in the simulation. A positive flow was desired to minimize
recirculating conditions at the outlet. Using higher velocities around 25 meters per second
would be useful in following studies. The bottom and top were also set as velocity inlets,
and their conditions were set for water and air, respectively. The walls were set as
symmetry planes. The outlet, at the opposite end from the inlet, was set as a pressure
outlet. The process and settings for these boundary conditions were taken from the
STAR-CCM+ tutorial examples, DFBI: Boat in Head Waves (CD-Adapco 2013) and
DFBI: Lifeboat with Overset Mesh (CD-Adapco 2013).
During simulation runs, the outer boundary from the end of the hull was observed to be
still within the interaction region of the wake. This lead to taking measurements of wave
height in previous time steps before the wave encountered the wake. As a result, a study
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of the wave and wake interaction width is needed in future studies to set this boundary
outside of this region.

4.8

Initial Conditions

The initial conditions set in the mesh volume were for the wave, which set the velocities
and pressures. Early in the study, the wave was started at the boat. This was found to
cause the second wave crest to encounter the boat much further down the test section.
Additionally, the initialization leaves a velocity residue that can be seen in the results at
the starting point of the wave. From these factors, it was found that cleaner results were
acquired by starting the boat on the backside of the first crest. All of the keeled hull boat
simulations were done this way.

4.9

Simulation Sets

Early on short wavelength waves were used to explore the software and to determine the
viability of the study. Waves of 7 meters, 10 meters and 25 meters were studied in
smaller flumes. These showed indications that heaving-to would show interaction results
with waves. This led to scaling up to waves that would be encountered in the
environment.
The wave characteristics with the hull type for the study are shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Simulation sets.

Hull
Smooth - drifting
Smooth
Keeled – 1.4
Keeled – 1.6
Keeled – 1.4
Keeled – 1.6
Keeled – 1.4
Keeled – 1.6

λ (m)
25
25
25
25
55
55
67
67

H (m)
3
3
3
3
6.5
6.5
8.0
8.0

h (m)
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Each simulation ran for about one wave period. This is not long enough for the boat to
reach a stable periodic motion with the waves or for studying the wake on waves greater
than one wavelength away. As a result, this study confines its results to short term effects
of the wake on the waves. Longer meshes will be required for studying the long term
effects in order to create a wake of more than one wave period long.

4.10 Convergence and Forward Simulation Progression
As mentioned before, convergence and simulation progression had to be balanced. The
residues were monitored for trends. If the residuals indicated errors or increased in value,
then more inner iterations were added. If there were long periods of nearly flat trends,
inner iterations would be reduced to speed up the simulation progress.
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5. Results
Two display methods were used to visualize the flows and waves within the simulation.
Vertical velocity translates to wave height. To visualize this in the flow, the symmetry
plane and wall plane are used to show patterns of vertical velocity using color. Reds in
these planes indicate ascending flows, while blues indicate descending. Colors close to
green on these planes are values close to zero. The vertical velocity scale is on the left
and is labeled Velocity(k). Overlaid on these planes are velocity vectors showing
magnitude using both length and color. The color scale for the vectors is on the right and
labeled Velocity. The use of the symmetry plane shows flows on the centerline of the
wake, while the wall shows flows 6 meters out of the wake. The wave surface was
displayed in both visualizations. It was created as an iso-surface, mapping the volume of
fluid characteristic value at 0.5 units out of a 0 to 1 scale. In the velocity profiles, the
water surface is colored the same as the vertical planes showing a transverse view of the
vertical velocities on the surface. In all of the velocity profiles, the wave is moving from
right to left in the direction of the x-axis. The other view is a base surface view for
measuring the wave height and visualizing wave and wake surface disturbances. For
measuring wave height, vertical planes display horizontal lines of vertical position in
meters, which can be used to estimate the wave height.

5.1

Results for Smooth Hull

There are two simulations for the smooth hull. The simulation with the hull drifting
provides a baseline comparison of the flows caused by a hull in the waves without a
wake. The views created by this simulation are meant to be compared with the views
created by the simulations with wakes of both smooth and keeled hulls.

5.1.1 Smooth Hull on 25 meters long and 3meters high wave drifting
The starting point for the simulation of the drifting smooth hull was on the back side of
the previous wave crest at 0 meters vertical height. The hull was allowed to drift as the
wave passed without any added propulsive force. The hull was constrained in surge, pitch
and yaw. For the drifting test, the constraints which were consistent with observed
behavior of a boat heaving-to were kept in place for consistency. This simulation studied
the flows around the wave without a wake to determine what kind of changes that a hull
alone would cause. This simulation characterizes a boat lying a hull, which is when the
sails are down and the helm is tied in place to prevent the rudder from swinging.
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Figure 22: Velocity profile close-up on centerline for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with smooth hull at
time 3.45s.

In Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 24, each wave vertical velocity profile is nearly
identical. The hull makes very little difference in the vertical momentum of the wave.
This can be seen both in the profile and on the coloring of the wave surface. On the wave
surface of Figure 22, there is a change to the vertical flow on the face of the wave due to
the velocity the wave imparted to the hull and transmitted back to the water on the front
side of the wave. Ripples on the water surface at the wave node points are caused by the
poor alignment of the mesh with the water surface and is a form of numerical noise.
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Figure 23: Velocity profile on centerline for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with smooth hull at time
3.45s.

Between Figure 23 and Figure 24, the patterns of vertical flow below the waterline are
nearly identical aside from zoom level and framing. The flow above the waterline is air
move with an inlet velocity of 2 meters/second.
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Figure 24: Velocity profile at the wall for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with smooth hull at time 3.45s.
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Figure 25: View of wave surface deformation for H=3.0m, h=50m, λ=25m with smooth hull at time
3.45s.

Here in Figure 25, the profile of the wave is nearly unchanged. The hull appears to have
no effect on the wave. In Figure 26 and Figure 27, very little change is occurring to the
wave from the hull. Figure 26 shows a wave size decrease of 0.2 meters due to the
presence of the hull. The speed of the flow at the crest is about 4.2 to 4.3 as shown in
Figure 22, which is about the same as the speed shown for the hull in Figure 28.
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Figure 26: Wave deformation amount showing about 2.0 meter height on the unaffected area and 1.8
meters on the affected area for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with smooth hull at time 2.70s. All
heights are in meters from still water level.
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Figure 27: Hull cresting wave at time 3.45s for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m. All heights are in meters
from still water level.
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Figure 28: X velocity and translation plot for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with smooth hull at time
3.45s.
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5.1.2 Smooth Hull on 25 meters long and 3 meters high wave moving at
~1 m/s
This simulation shows indications of the cause of wave height reduction by the wake, but
with the smooth hull these reductions are small. In Figure 30, the dark blue color on the
vertical symmetry plane and on the wave iso-surface represents water with a larger
downward velocity. Red indicates larger upward velocity, and the colors from orange to
light blue represent lower velocities with green representing near zero.
In Figure 29, the column of water in near green colors is beginning to bend towards the
boat, and looking at the crest of the water surface from below the water is starting to take
on a descending velocity near the symmetry wall. Comparing Figure 29 to Figure 30, a
finger of dark blue along the symmetry wall is coming from the main descending flow
region and is going towards the hull as it crests the wave in Figure 30. This too is seen on
the iso-surface of the water in the wake of the hull. These are all indication of the forces
that is causing the wave reduction.

Figure 29: Velocity profile for smooth hull on H=3.0 m, h = 50m, and λ = 25m at 2.71s.
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Figure 30: Velocity profile for smooth hull on H=3.0 m, h = 50m, and λ = 25m at 3.49s.

The figures to follow show a time series at an interval of 0.06 seconds between frames. In
these the lowering of the wave crest in the wake of the hull can be seen taking place on
the left. On the right, the effects of the wake on the wave are being displayed. The wake
appears to be pulling the top layer of the wave with it. Looking at the iso-surface, this
effect is seen as a color change behind the hull advancing to the left. On the symmetry
plane, the depth of the wake pulling the wave is also visualized. Also, there is a line of
fluid momentum left over from the initialization of the simulation. This fades slowly over
time. In later simulations the wave was initialized to the left of the hull, so as to avoid the
area where the hull encountered the wave.
The time series is in Figure 31 through Figure 37. Each slide on the left is matched by
time step to the slide on the right.
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Figure 31: Time 5.63s to 5.75s for a wave: H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m and a smooth hull.
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Figure 32: Time 5.81s to 5.93s for a wave: H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m and a smooth hull.
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Figure 33: Time 5.99s to 6.11s for a wave: H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m and a smooth hull.
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Figure 34: Time 6.17s to 6.29s for a wave: H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m and a smooth hull.
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Figure 35: Time 6.35s to 6.47s for a wave: H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m and a smooth hull.
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Figure 36: Time 6.53s to 6.65s for a wave: H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m and a smooth hull.
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Figure 37: Time 6.71s to 6.83s for a wave: H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m and a smooth hull.
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Figure 38: Hull on crest of wave with reduced wave heights on either side at time 6.89s.
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Figure 39: Time 6.89s for a wave: H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m and a smooth hull.

Figure 39 displays the hull on top of the crest with descending water to the right. The
reduction in wave height is seen in the previous figure. Early simulations with the smooth
hull on smaller waves (7 to 10 meter wave length) showed better reduction; however
those waves did not fit the core of the study and were only used to develop the simulation
configuration.
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Figure 40: Velocity profile at the wall for H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m with a smooth hull at time
6.89s.

Figure 40 and Figure 41 are shown for wave pattern comparison between velocity
profiles at the center line in the wake and at the wall outside of the wake.
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Figure 41: Velocity profile on centerline for H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m with a smooth hull at time
6.89s.

Figure 42: Time 3.69s for a wave: H=3m, h=50m, and λ =25m and a smooth hull.
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Figure 43: Wave deformation amount showing about 1.8 meter height on the unaffected area and 1.4
meters on the affected area for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with smooth hull at time 3.69s. All
heights are in meters from still water level.
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Figure 44: X velocity and translation plot for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with smooth hull at time
3.64s showing 5m/s, which is about 0.8 relative to the flow.

This time in the simulation, the hull is moving at about 5.0 m/s and the fluid flow around
the hull is at about 4.2 m/s giving a relative side slip rate of about 0.8 m/s. These values
are found in Figure 42 and Figure 44.
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5.2

Results for Keeled Hull

Three simulations make up the results for the keeled hull. These vary wavelength (λ) and
wave height (H) from H=3.0 meters and λ=25 meters to H=6.5 meters and λ=55 meters,
and then to H=8.0 meters and λ=67 meters. In these simulations the side slip of the hull
was held around 1 m/s.

5.2.1 H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m
In Figure 45 and Figure 46, the difference in the shape of the descending fluid behind the
hull can be seen in comparison to the same location at the wall in the other figure, where
the wake is not present. These positions can be identified by the initialization artifact on
the left side. At the centerline, the dark blue showing the higher downward velocity
components has moved farther left, than at the wall. Another indication of flow
differences is in the water surface on the crest with the hull. The edge of the surface
closed to the wall away from the end of hull has yellow, green and light blue colors
showing low z momentum fluid. Near the hull this changes to blue representing a higher
downward momentum.

Figure 45: Velocity profile on centerline for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with keeled hull at time
3.64s.
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Figure 46: Velocity profile at wall for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with keeled hull at time 3.64s.

At the crest for this wave, the particle flow velocity is at about 4.2 m/s, which is indicated
by the yellow color on the vectors near the hull. These are the ones clearly inside the
water region and not bleeding through from the air region. This data is in Figure 47
through Figure 50. The other flow feature of interest is the lower downward momentum
region under the keel in Figure 47 that has trapped a red region of upward momentum
fluid ahead of it. This progresses just ahead of the hull becoming a bubble of down and
up momentum, then fading to down. In Figure 48 though Figure 50, the top of the upward
momentum bubble is roughly in line with the keel. It becomes over taken by a flow of
downward momentum fluid carried by the added velocity of the wake. This upward
momentum bubble has the effect of flattening the wave profile. This is more evident in
Figure 50, where a slight upward bulge in the wave profile can be seen above the bubble.
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Figure 47: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=3.0m, h=50m, and
λ=25m with keeled hull at time 1.71s.

Figure 48: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=3.0m, h=50m, and
λ=25m with keeled hull at time 3.10s.
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Figure 49: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=3.0m, h=50m, and
λ=25m with keeled hull at time 3.22s.

Figure 50: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=3.0m, h=50m, and
λ=25m with keeled hull at time 3.64s.
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Figure 51: View of wave surface deformation for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with keeled hull at
time 3.64s.

Figure 51 shows the whole view of the hull coming though the gap in the wave crest
created by the wake. Vertical position lines help show the amount of wave height
reduction by comparing the wave in and out of the wake as shown in Figure 52
This height reduction amounts to about 0.9 meters.
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Figure 52: Wave deformation amount showing about 1.7 meter height on the unaffected area and 0.8
meters on the affected area for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with keeled hull at time 3.64s. All heights
are in meters from still water level.

In Figure 53, the velocity of the hull is shown as 4.5 m/s. With the velocity read from the
figures above of 4.2 m/s. This gives a relative side slip of 0.3 m/s.
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Figure 53: X velocity and translation plot for H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with keeled hull at time
3.64s.
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Figure 54: Top view of wave H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with keeled hull at time 5.64s. All values
are in meters from [0, 0].

Figure 54 shows a forward deformation to the wave of about 2 meters after the hull has
passed through the crest. This supports a relative flow in the direction of motion of the
hull.

5.2.1.1

Prism Layer and Volumetric Control for Vortex Wake

At the end of the study, concerns about the turbulence and the boundary layer mesh
prompted this additional simulation. In Figure 55, the wake from the keel displays
different behavior from the courser mesh of the previous simulation of this wave model
as seen in Figure 48. In the wake of the keel, a vortex is shown under the oval shape.
Though, the wake of the boat is behaving in the same manner dragging the downward
moment laden water over crest of the wave. Similar wave height reductions were also
being seen.
The use of the volumetric mesh control in the overset mesh may be an effective technique
to capturing the vortex shedding from the keel without having a fine mesh though out the
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entire test section of the simulation. Lengthening the overset mesh and the volumetric
control for the finer mesh would capture more of this behavior as long as the boat stayed
level to the wave. Making the shape of the volumetric mesh control

Figure 55: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=3.0m, h=50m, and
λ=25m with keeled hull at time 3.14s for expanded overset mesh with prism layer and finer mesh
volume in the wake of the keel.

Since the k-ε turbulence models became a concern, the hull was given five prism layers
starting at 0.001 meters to reduce the y+ values. Also, the pressure gradients were
examined in Figure 56 and found to be 606,000 Pa/m along the highest gradient area,
which appeared to be near the keel in the upper part of the oval shown the same figure.
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Figure 56: Absolute total pressure for wave H=3.0m, h=50m, and λ=25m with keeled hull at time
2.96s.
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5.2.2 H=6.5m, h=50m, and λ=50m
The diagrams follow the same format as the previous section with some duplicate views
showing different time instances that provide a sequence of events. The flow in each is
close to the same pattern as previously seen, but with different values. The dual vertical
momentum bubble forms twice in this simulation, each time being over capped by the
flow of downward momentum fluid.
In Figure 66, the wave reduction is again 0.9 meters. Also note the bow wave caused by
the side slip; this has a stabilizing effect on the hull as it moves up the face of the wave.
Figure 67 shows a velocity of 7.5 m/s at the time the crest reach the top. The velocity
profiles show the crest flow moving at 8.5 m/s. This gives a relative velocity of 1.0 m/s.
For Figure 68, the wave forward deformation is about 3.2 to 3.3 meters after the hull has
reached the crest.

Figure 57: Velocity profile on centerline for H=6.5m, h=50m, and λ=55m with keeled hull at time
4.49s.
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Figure 58: Velocity profile at wall for H=6.5m, h=50m, and λ=55m with keeled hull at time 4.49s.
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Figure 59: Velocity profile on centerline for H=6.5m, h=50m, and λ=55m with keeled hull at time
6.02s.
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Figure 60: Velocity profile at wall for H=6.5m, h=50m, and λ=55m with keeled hull at time 6.02s.

Figure 61: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=6.5m, h=50m, and
λ=55m with keeled hull at time 4.86s.
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Figure 62: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=6.5m, h=50m, and
λ=55m with keeled hull at time 5.25s.

Figure 63: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=6.5m, h=50m, and
λ=55m with keeled hull at time 6.02s.
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Figure 64: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=6.5m, h=50m, and
λ=55m with keeled hull at time 6.75s.
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Figure 65: View of wave surface deformation for H=6.5m, h=50m, λ =55m with keeled hull at time
6.02s.
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Figure 66: Wave deformation amount showing about 4.3 meter height on the unaffected area and 2.8
meters on the affected area for H=6.5m, h=50m, and λ=55m with keeled hull at time 6.02s. All heights
are in meters from still water level.

For this measurement, the wake is affecting the wall measurement lines. In order to get
an accurate wave height of the unaffected area, the measurement was taken several time
steps previous to this time step.
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Figure 67: X velocity and translation plot for H=6.5m, h=50m, λ =55m with keeled hull at time 6.02s.
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Figure 68: Top view of wave H=6.5m, h=50m, and λ=55m with keeled hull at time 6.02s. All values
are in meters from [0,0].
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5.2.3 H=8.0m, h=50m, and λ=67m
Here the same flow processes are present, except in this simulation the dual vertical
momentum bubble only forms once that can be seen. The wake still influences the wave
upper surface to flow forward with an amount of its previous downward momentum. The
wave height reduction is about 0.9 meters again. The fluid velocity at the crest is about
8.0 m/s with the hull being at 8.9 m/s giving a relative velocity of 0.9 m/s.

Figure 69: Velocity profile on centerline for H=8.0m, h=50m, and λ=67m with keeled hull.
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Figure 70: Velocity profile at wall for H=8.0m, h=50m, and λ=67m with keeled hull.

Figure 71: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=8.0m, h=50m, and
λ=67m with keeled hull at time 5.33s.
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Figure 72: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=8.0m, h=50m, and
λ=67m with keeled hull at time: 5.69s.

Figure 73: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=8.0m, h=50m, and
λ=67m with keeled hull at time 6.12s.
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Figure 74: Velocity profile on centerline of wake and wave flow changes for H=8.0m, h=50m, and
λ=67m with keeled hull at time 6.19s.
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Figure 75: Wave deformation amount showing about 5.3 meter height on the unaffected area and 3.8
meters on the affected area for H=8.0m, h=50m, and λ=67m with keeled hull at time 6.19s. All heights
are in meters from still water level.

To get the measurement for the unaffected area, the wave had to be examined in previous
time steps before the wake reached that area. In this simulation the wake effect reaches
beyond the wall symmetry plane.
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Figure 76: X velocity and translation plot for H=8.0m, h=50m, and λ=67m with keeled hull at time
6.19s.
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Figure 77: Top view of wave H=8.0m, h=50m, and λ=67m with keeled hull at time 5.95s. All values
are in meters from [0,0].
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Figure 78: Top view of wave H=8.0m, h=50m, and λ=67m with keeled hull at time 6.19s. All values
are in meters from [0,0].
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6. Analysis
6.1

Wave Height Reduction

Comparing the drifting smooth hull to side slipping smooth hull simulations, there is
marked difference in the wave flow field. The drifting hull has a symmetry line velocity
profile that is a near match for the wall velocity profile, while the side slipping hull has
differences that were discused in the Results section. Although the drifting hull had some
effect on the wave height, it was not nearly as significant as the side slipping hulls.

Figure 79: Wake moving wave water layer.

Figure 80: Simulation showing wake moving wave water layer.

The side slipping hull is creating a moving wake in the direction of travel of both the hull
and the wave as pictured in Figure 79 and Figure 80. This layer also contains the fluid
with higher downward velocities, which makes it more effective in reducing wave height.
In waves, particle velocity components decrease as depth increases. Sailboat draft
influences the depth of this wake; if the draft is too shallow the wake is thinner and less
effective. Bottom shape also affects how deep this layer is, which is seen by comparing
the differences in the fluid flow of the wake behind the smooth and keeled hulls. The
smooth hull had a better draft to reduction ratio, than the keeled hull. However, the keel
allows the boat to gain more draft without overly increasing displacement, which does
reduce the wave height.
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For this wake to effectively drag downward momentum water over neutral or upward
momentum water, the water in the wake must be travelling faster than the flow of the
wave at any point in the process. This means that the hull must have some positive
relative velocity to the water flow in the direction of travel of the wave. It is this
momentum collision that causes the wave to not reach its full height.
Table 8: Simulation with wave height reduction values

Hull
smooth
smooth
keeled
keeled
keeled
keeled
keeled
keeled

T (m)
0.5
0.5
1.4
1.6
1.4
1.6
1.4
1.6

λ (m)
25
25
25
25
55
55
67
67

H (m)
3
3
3
3
6.5
6.5
8.0
8.0

h (m)
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

vhull (m/s)
0
0.8
0.3
0.9
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0

zreduced (m)
0.2
0.4
0.9
1.1
1.5
1.7
1.5
1.7

In Table 8, the values for the keeled hull appear to have a correlation between the draft
and the amount of wave height reduced (zreduced). Changes in wave height, wavelength,
and depth do not appear to reduce the wave height.
When comparing the simulations for smooth and keeled hulls for the wave with H=3.0m
and λ=25m, the depth of effect is less for the smooth hull. The smooth hull allows the
fluid to flow smoothly from left to right with little downwards influence. The keeled hull
forces the fluid downwards imparting a downward momentum as the fluid flows past the
keel influencing the fluid deeper than the bottom of the keel. This is observed as the dual
vertical momentum bubble noted on the keeled velocity profiles. However, the upward
side of this bubble does limit the reduction of the wave height.
Based on the data in Table 8 and the observed physics, there appears to be a preliminary
wave reduction relation: Wave reduction is a function of draft, bottom shape, drift
velocities (between 0.3 and 1.5 m/s), and wave height.
zreduced





f bottomshape Tvhull H

Equation 20

The velocity of the hull appears to affect whether wave reduction works or not. The
amount of velocity that was experienced by the hull in the simulation did not appear to
affect the reduction in wave height. The values tested fall within the values give in Table
1. Testing values above these ranges may show that velocity can contribute to the wave
height reduction, since more water with downward vertical momentum would be dragged
over the crest and that water may have higher momentum values since it would be water
closer to the node of the wave.
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6.2

Bow Wave Stabilizing Factor

In Strohmeier’s paper (Strohmeier 1985), he states that capsizing is caused by a boat
being broadside to a breaking wave of sufficient height to overcome inertia of the sail
boat during the time the force of the wave is applied. Sailboats have large rotational
inertia due to their tall masts.

Figure 81: Forces capsizing a sailboat by Strohmeier (Originally printed in Marine Technology, Vol.
22 , No. 4, Oct 1985, pp. 373-381. Reprinted with the permission of the Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers (SNAME). Material originally appearing in SNAME publications cannot be
reprinted without written permission from the Society, 601 Pavonia Ave., Jersey City, NJ 07306)

During simulations, a bow wave was observed on all boats with a side slip drift as seen in
figure below and in Figure 66.

B

Figure 82: Stabilization from the bow wave.

This in effect would counter the vertical moment arm of the force shown in Figure 81 that
is spinning the boat by moving the righting moment of the transverse buoyance force
away from the crest of the wave. Due to the wave reduction, the stabilizing bow wave,
and the angle to the wave being about 50 degrees to the wave instead of 90 degrees,
heaving-to creates more stabilization factors, than a boat lying a hull broadside to the
waves.
Although the reduction is mainly on the windward side of the boat with a bow wave on
the downwind side, the wind forces on the sails and hull balance the moment produced by
the difference in water height on the sides of the boat. The wind seen from the boat is at
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its highest at the crest, when this occurs. These forces were approximately reproduced by
the side slip propulsion force.
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7. Conclusions and Further Study
Heaving-to affects waves by moving water in the wake of the hull that has vertical
momentum from another part of the wave. This movement of vertical momentum water
out of phase with the other part of the wave provides a phase shift to cancel out the wave
momentum below the draft of the boat. It appears that the wave height reduction is
primarily linked to hull shape, draft, and wave height with the side slip velocity acting
more like an on off switch for the velocities tested.
The relation of wave height reduction to draft, bottom shape, drift velocity, and wave
height is not conclusive due to the small sample size studied. Wider, longer, and taller
meshes will be needed to capture more of the dynamics. Width of the wave height
reduction effect should be studied as well as asymmetric full length hulls using both
prismatic and real shapes in the 50 degree to the wind position. It would be useful to use
a velocity control method that would map the wind velocities seen in nature and the
changes in wind velocity seen at the boat from the trough and the crest of the wave.
Additionally, the longer the boat travels, the more established this wake will become.
This study did not look into this, however if the wake is effective over a longer length
there may be cumulative effects to this that could be studied. Characterizing the length of
a wake and its effect over that length will require longer meshes.
Drogues and sea anchors are used with or instead of heaving-to. Studying the wake
effects in tandem with the boat would provide information on whether this tactic
provided further wave height reduction in addition to what is provided by heaving-to
alone. It is logical to assume this may be the case, since depth of the water layer being
moved by wake affects the reduction. Sea anchors would move deeper water and would
be moving that water at about a wavelength away ahead of the sailboat based on their use
in practice.
This study has found that the wake of a sailboat that is heaving-to reduces wave height by
moving water from the backside, descending portion onto the crest of the wave forcing
the wave downward. Also the bow wave caused by the side slipping motion moves the
center of buoyancy towards the downhill side of the wave increasing the length of the
transverse righting arm countering the force of the water plunging into the side of the
boat.
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